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Blogging: Blogging for Beginners: The No-Nonsense Guide in Putting Up Your Own BlogFREE

DOWNLOAD WITH KINDLE UNLIMITED!Everything You Need To Know About Blogging for

Beginners30 years ago, there is no such thing as blogging. Back then, expressing oneâ€™s

thoughts, ideas, opinions and personal experiences were done by hand. Fast forward to the 20th

century and there are over 200 blogs around. Without a doubt, blogging has become a personâ€™s

outlet to express what he or she thinks about something else that likely affects everyoneâ€™s way

of life. Some of the most influential (and even controversial) personalities like Richard Feynman,

Gina Marie Trapani, Pete Cashmore and Pete Rojas started out as bloggers. It was also in the

so-called â€œblogosphereâ€• wherein people were able to know Julian Assange (and the global

mayhem he brought due to WikiLeaks), the importance of legalizing gay marriage in America and

why Perez Hilton is one of the most hated celebrity insiders around. Bloggers spend most of their

time sharing insights with their readers. Through daily blog posts, readers will be able to expand

their knowledge and share it to others as well. Indeed, blogging is one of the most powerful tools of

online interaction man has ever created. However, blogging comes with a responsibility. For

beginners, always remember the importance of analyzing what youâ€™re going to talk about. The

internet is a very wide medium â€“ it can either make you famous or ruin your life.Reasons to Buy

This Bookâ€¢ It will help you learn the basics of blogging. â€¢ The book will teach you how to start

your own blog without spending too much money (since there are some blogging programs wherein

you need pay around $100 for membership).â€¢ The book will teach you how to establish yourself in

the world of blogging.â€¢ Youâ€™ll find key answers to some of the most common questions about

blogging â€“ presented in tips and methods. â€¢ All the information stated in this book were proven

by experts not just in blogging but also technology. What youâ€™ll Get From Blogging for

Beginners: The No-Nonsense Guide in Putting up Your Own Blogâ€¢ What is A Blog? - A short

overview on bloggingâ€¢ How to Start Your Own Blog â€“ This chapter is the most important part of

the book since it discusses detailed steps on how beginners can start blogging â€¢ 15 Proven Tips

to Help You Start Bloggingâ€¢ A short explanation on earning money through bloggingâ€¢ Five

methods on how to earn money through blogging â€¢ Six tips on how to boost your blog

readershipâ€¢ Six useful tips on how to become a successful blogger (bonus chapter) Scroll Up And

Click 'Buy Now' Button, Start Reading Today!!Tags:(Blogging - Bloggin for Beginners - Blogging

Guide - Blogging Tips - Blogging books, glogging for money, blogging for profit
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I tried to give it a shot, but it was poorly written and probably was put together in a rush. Common

knowledge and lots of errors throughout. It's what you would get if you did minimal research and

slapped it all together without proofreading. Skip this title and try something else.

The introduction is too technical for the beginner to comprehend using unexplained terminology and

abbreviations eg "written with ODBC Access DB layer and ASP codes" um WHAT? I could argue

that the use of the phrase "much more different" is incorrect but others might not agree but "If you're

keen towards a certain subject share it to people" is just awful. And English language use like this is

littered throughout the book. Some sentences are completely nonsensical. And what really made

me give up reading it was when the writer quoted a report that commented on "...15% of

professional bloggers.....while the remaining 90%...". Do the math! I think another comment here

pointed out that it was rushed and unchecked - I'd have to agree. And another said you could find all

this info if you did a Google Search - yep, wish I'd stuck with the website I found earlier today - more



comprehensive and still just as easy to follow - and of course without the grammatical errors that

completely killed any faith I have in the writers knowledge - on ANY subject. Now I understand why

it was so cheap to purchase.

Great easy-to-read beginner's book to blogging. Step by step tips and suggestions for success in

creating your own blog. If you're interested in getting started with a blog of your own, this is a great

book to start with.

If you are interested in blogging then It is a perfect book that you should read as a beginner. As a

beginner I got some important and useful concept through this book about blogging. This

informative book is going to provide you all the important tips and basic things. It also provided the

information on how you could earn money through blogging and many other things. Overall, it is

more than a beginner guide.

The pointers given in this book on blogging was reader friendly, simple and to the point, yet explicit

and helpful.

Any book that begins with "It may probably come as a shock that a lot of people nowadays have

gained huge followings and were able to build a great social authority on the internet" tells you right

off that the author flunked basic English grammar. There are plenty of books out there about how to

create a blog. Find one written by somebody who has mastered the English language.

This book is extremely basic and extremely short, but it's free. Most of the information is available

with a simple Google search, but the book provides a convenient consolidation.

If you have some basis about this, don't buy. However, your knowledge about the topic is zero, this

is a good book for start.
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